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HELIA                                  

multifunctional padded mat & seat for outdoor activities

Sun Seat - PADDED MAT REINVENTED
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FUnCTIOnaL CharaCTErISTICS:

_ sitting position for the ground / possibility of sitting and resting lumbar part of the back; 

_ storage compartments for personal items (in sitting posittion);

_ fully opened product takes the roll of a “classic” mat;

_ charging electronic devices via a USB solar charger - optional;

_ compass for orientation - optional;

The product is develop from my existing design of a portable cardboard seat with 
backrest. The result is a folding seat and a mat in one product for outdoor and indoor 
leasure activities (picnics, beach, camping, ground sitting etc.), with the optional use of 
solar chargers for electronic devices or compass.

hELIa has a low weight and small volume like every “ordinary” spongy mat like the       
average user is already used to, but its structural elements provide multiple application 
possibilities as “all in one” product of simple use and multi-functionality.
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I Can’T ...         
_ carry heavy foldable chair with metal parts
_ tie the laces on a spongy mat      
                              
I DOn’T WanT ...         
_ leave a bottle of water in the hot sun
_ “no battery” sign on my electronic device     
   
I’D LIKE...
_ to sit and rest ... enjoy the nature ... read the book   
_ remove personal belongings from the sun or prying eyes     
_ comfort without being pinched with rough stone    
_ lightweight mat that can be carryed in a hand, on the shoulder or 
on a backpack
_ fold a product with only one hand in half a minute    
_ charge up my battery from the sun     
_ aesthetically and functionally compliant product

rESEarCh

Outdoor activities and spending time in nature are some 
of the activities of our daily lifes, but the range of existing                                        
solutions of seats for the ground does not offer a sufficient level 
of  multifunctionality and practicality.

Seats with backrest are often made   of metal and quite heavy, 
making it difficult to carry during longer walks or search for an 
ideal place for resting.

We noticed the main lack of spongy mats and portable chairs       
- for some people (eg. with one boken hand) it is quite difficult to 
tie laces on ordinary spongy mat or mount a chair mechanism 
without help. With its innovative folding hELIa offers a unique       
solution.
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Depending on the selection of textile materials hELIa weighs max. up to 2 kg (4 pounds).
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hOW TO CarrY hELIa?

The wide handle for a comfortable fit on the  
shoulder; possibility of leaning hand on one side.

Carring helia in hand as “briefcase”. Carrying by swiping the backpack strap through the 
slits in the backrest.
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aSSEmBLY FOr SITTIng pOSITIOn
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aSSEmBLY FOr SITTIng pOSITIOn

assembling the seat with pulling the handle 
(usage with both hands).

pulling the handle is possible with just one 
hand,  without holding the seat.
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aSSEmBLY FOr SITTIng pOSITIOn
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EXTra USE OF BaCKrEST SUppOrT ELEmEnT - two personal storage compartments
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FULLY OpEn - maT
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SOLar ChargIng OF ELECTrOnIC DEVICES

helia with pocket for solar charger or magazine.
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SITTIng dimensions : 50 x 70 x 28 cm FULLY OpEn dimensions: 50 x 180 x 1.5 cmCarrYIng dimensions: 50 x 10 x 30 cm

DImEnSIOnS
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_  First prototype won the gOLD mEDaL at the International            
Invention  Show  -  38th InOVa,  held in Zagreb / november 2013th. 
Intellectual property rights by Ivana Cvetković Lakoš.   

_ aWarD CErTIFICaTE for the sucess of InTErnaTIOnaL                                      
InVEnTIOn ShOW - InOVa, International Jude from Qatar.   

hELIa is made “to order”, using high-quality materials.

ICE STUDIO d.o.o.    
huzjanova 8, 10090 ZagrEB, CrOaTIa 
+385 1 3438 463     
+385 99 6899 362      
e-mail: helia@ice-studio.hr

aDDITIOnaL InFO

_ Solar Charger: independent element; option for helia.

_ Compas: independent element; option for helia.

DESIgn STUDIO & manUFaCTUrEr: 

ThanK YOU!


